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Television's Frost
to Perform Here
Four of the nalion's lOp
personalities will be among
those honored at Fairfield
University's first annual
Celebrity Night of the
President's Circle on ovembe:r
16 at Rolling Hin Country Club,
Wilton, Connecticut. it was
announced last week.

The

Presidenrs

Circle

is

"Man in Radio"
Radio personality, John
Gambling's day begins while
most of lhe rest of lhe world
sleeps. At 4 a.m. Gambling is on
his way from his Manhasset,
Long Island l!Ome to the
microphones at WaR Radio.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Securi ty Oi spatcher
Suspem!!lt Following
Brief
ATreTi:ation
A security department

comprised of (riends of the
university who have made
contributKms of one thousand
dollars or more to the school.
The affair will also honor all
major contributors to the capital
campaign which successfully
concluded on June 30, 1971 with a
campaign total of $3. 155,473.
David Frost. host of the
Emmy winning talk-variety
series "The David Frost Show"

dispatcher was suspended last
week pending an investigation of
a Thursday night incKJent in
whICh he allegedly struck a
student In the Loyola Hall
security office. according to
James Ba~tl. director of
security. if
While th't employee's name
hasn't been revealed. the two
students involved were Bill
Melaugh and Brian O'Regan.
bolh members of the class of

for Westinghouse Broadcasting:

Senator Lowell P. Weicker. Jr.•
distinguished United States
Senator from Connecticut; John

Gambling, daytime radio's
highest salaried entertainer,
informer and soother; Billy
Taylor, jazz virtuoso and
musical director of lhe David
Frost Show, have been singled
out for honors along wilh others.
Frost will be honored as the
Circle's "Man in Television
'71"; Gambling as "Man in
Radio '71"; Taylor as "Man in
Music '71"; and Weicker as
"Man in Politics '71".
To be announced in the
immediate future will be "Man
In Sports il"; "Man in Business
'71"; "Man in Humanities il";
"Man in Space '71"; and "Man
in Comedy '71."
David Frost has ~n the
recipient of numeroud important
bonon and . . . . . sUace bii. lalk·
variety series premiered in me
Summer of 1969.
In other areas of the
entertainment world, Frost Is
the executive producer of motion
pictures for his own film
company and the producer of a
series o[ musical packages with
Billy Taylor for Bell Records
under the David Frost Presents
logo.

1973.

AN ARTIST PERFORMS ' Pianist Andrew Heath. depart.nu:!nt of fine arts. opened Fairfield's
Concert Series. sponsored by the Fine Arts Department and the Student Government. last Wednesday
night before a capacity crowd in the campus center Oak Room.

Commuters Unite at Meeting;
D'Andrea Cites Problem Areas
By RobenByn
Seeking to gain a more
effective voice in university
affairs, the commuting students
have taken steps to organize
what they hope will be a
respected
commuter
association.

New Course Here

Sex Ed. In The Spring
A course in sex education will

be offered here for the first time
to undergraduates this spring.

mat much is for sure according
to the Rev. James H. Coughlin,
S.J .. vice-president in charge of
academic affairs.
For whom the course will be
available. what the course s
content will be, or who will teach
it are questions still unresolved,
however. says Fr. Coughlin who
has handed the problem over to
the Rev. Henry Murphy. S.J"
assistant dean, who will be
charged with the responsibility
for laying down the program's
guidelines.

PIayhouse Opens
'he PlayMuse wUI opeD tbe
se... _ipl willi dle
pn:lftctioe of Benol Bredat's
"Modler eo.rlllf:" .1 8:.
p.m, Dlrftte4 by Robeon G.
Emf:ridl, tile dU''OIIklt: of lH
TIllrty Years War wUI I'1UII
touillll, tomorrow aad
Sataray ba ... Itloo 10 tblft
aipts Hxt wftknd. October
Zl, 2%, %3.
Tidr.f:tJ U'f: . . salt: .. tile
~. . . .s
cn&f:r,
F.1rfilekl
Camt:u SII.p ud Tilt:
Pt.ybcMlR IIox oUice betwf:ftl
Z aod • p.m. wftkdays.
SubscrlpUoa tlckt:t, offt:rlal
red.ced ralf:S for tilt: 1'71-7%
IeUOII ~. .
be ptuell._
up to Oc1obeor %3.

"so

The original proposal for a
courst: in sex education was
developed in the Student
Services division over a year
ago. Dean William P. Schimpf
asked Dr. Carol Lucas. director
of psychological services. to
research the topic and- make a
formal repon_
Dr. Lucas' report-proposal
was submitted last spring.
calling for a credit-eourse in sex
education. This was passed on by
Mr. SChimpf to the Curriculum
Committee which. according to
Fr. Coughlin. passed it on to the
dean for implementation.
Emphasizing that he did not
know what final form the course
would take, Fr. Coughlin
hypothesized that the program
might include several teaching
areas such as psychology.
sociology, theology, health
services.
"These and other areas will be
explored by Fr. Murphy during
the fall semester." Fr. Coughlin
explained that "our intention is
largely the same as that of the
course proposed by the
Psychological Services
proposal." That Is, it will be an
academic course. given for
credit, which will explore
patterns of sexuality. ,·It won't
be a sermon course." he
assured.
Concerning who should get the
course. Fr. Coughlin again
conjectured that it would
probably be best for those
students who are still in their
early college years.

At a meeting held last
Thursday in the Oak Room.
commuter spokesman Mike
0' ADdrea lamented both the
ignored status of the commuting
student and the general disunity
among the commuters
themselves. Claiming that
commuting students have
problems which differ from
those living in the dormitories.
O'Andrea went on to pinpoint
specific gr'evances and offer
possible solutions.
To remedy the problem of
disorganization, D' Andrea has
proposed that a nIne-man
Commuter Central Committee
be formed to centralize all
commuter activities... It is easy
to organize for people on
campus."
D'Andrea
commented, but the student who
Jjvt:s ..t home faces a unKiue
difficulty.
His mobility prevents him
from meeting other commuters,
which in turn hinders
communication between groups
of commuting students.
According to O' Andrea the
Central Committee.will serve as
both a unifying point around
which commuters can rally and

a center of communications.
Initially the Committee will be
responsible for calling general
commuter meetings. the next of
which will not take place for two
or three weeks. In addition it will
attempt to draw up some type of
commuter
charter
or
constitution. which D'Andrea
plans to sub:nit to the Student
Government Legislature in the
hope that money will be
appropriated for commuter

.....s.

Should such aid not be
forthcoming. O' Andrea and a
number of other commuters
have hinted that they will urge
commuting students to withhold
payment of their Activities Fees.
Two further problems raised
at the meeting involved the lack
of a separate directory for
commuters and the inadequacy
of parking facilitieson campus.
D'Andrea finds the student
directory. publishJd annually by
the Cardl~al #:.ey Society,
unacceptabll since it fails to
provide a separate commuter
listing. As a result it is difficult
to find the names and addresses
,Continued on Page 3)
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Barrett explained on Monda}'
that despite the possibility that
present evidence is incomplete.
he could only slick to the
established principle that there
is no reason whv a security
department should ever strike
an\·one.
.o·1t appears that a mistake
might have been made and we
can onlv trv to correct the
problem:" said Barrett.
The incident originated when
the dispatcher was parking his
car prior to the change of shift
around m_'&bt. ODe of live
undergraduate students in a car
behind the man evidently
complained that he was movmg
too slowly. according to Barrell.
At this point the employee got
out of his car and identified
himself as a security officer to
O'Regan, the dri\'er of the car.
asking the student for his
identification. Barrett explained
later that the man was not a
security officer but a dispatcher.
Hesitant to show hiS own
identifi~ation to the dispatcher
who was out of uniform at the
time. O'Regan agreed to go
down to the securitv office to
discuss thefualler further.
Melaugh, one of the student
riders. joined them at this pornt.
emphasizing that Norris had no
right to demand their I.D.·s
without first revealing his own.
Barrett explains that Melaugh
maintained this verbal stand
until Norris "back-handed'- him
across the face
Making no attempt to swing
back at the dispat~her. both boys
left the office shortly after.
..
Informed later that evening.
Barrett relieved the man of his
duties on Friday morning and
placed him in suspended status.
pending the results of an
investigatK)n which he expected
would be completed by the end of
this week.

Students Elect Legislators
As a result of lhe elections
held last Tuesday. 58 members
were elected to the 1971·72
Student Legislature. Included
were representatives from the
six on-campusdormitories. Julie
Hall. the off-campus boarders.
and t 1e commuting students.
According to the new
reapportionment of one
representative for every 33
students. the following were
elected:
Campioa H,aJI: Tom Fitzpatrick.
John Dreney, Ray Villanova.
Edmond Harrison. Bill Reardon.

SUllleast/Flahive: Kathleen
Ryan. Connie Dunsealh. Cindy
King. Pat Foley. Steve Ferri.
GOD1q.: Michael Callahan. Bob
Byrn. Francis Calabre, Tom
Wagner. Pat Joyce.
Rqis: Joseph Hasten. Steve
Mednick, Paul Gallois, James
Bridin. Larry Halloran. Larry
Wilkes, Paul Passareilli.
CommBIt:r '7$: John Balchunas,
Brian Askew. Joseph Dimyan.
Richard Canel.
Off Camp.s: Dennis Gallagher.
Drake Sparkman. Jerry Kelly,
Paul Turley. Tom Carew, Shaun
Slocum. John Meltrut. Gary
Crossin.

J"~:

Brenda Blissett,
Lo)'ola: Peggy McCarthy. Chris
Campbell. Michele M. Rae.
Michael Kenny. Jim McGuire.
Nortllwt:st/BODboeffu; Bill
Merritt. Mark Dunning. Bill
Reilly, Terry Bollinelli. William
O·Neill. Peter Fallon. Rich.
Marshall. Ray B..astnagal.
CommBtt:r '7%: Thoma!' Krause.
Ken Daly.
CommBtu '73: Paul Devitte.
Phil Sherwood Mike De Andrea.
Bill Mahoney.
CommBlt:r '74: Tim Austin. Tom
Michaud. Christine La Reau.
Len. Mastromonaco.
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Open Classroom - Active Mind
With an array of blocks. string.
quart jars. paints, water, acorns
and many other items. teachers
were pupils discovering
mathematical concepts using a

new technique in learning.

The technique is called the
open classroom and the seUing is

a CQurse in the Graduate School
of Education at Fairfield.
The open classroom is a
concept of educahon begun in
England which is designed to
allow primary school children to
pursue their own interests and
talents while developing reading,
malhemalical and artistic skills.

The

teachers

using

this

process do not teach in the
traditional manner, btU they

AN OPEN CLASSROOM demonstration was held recently in the
campus center Oak Room marking Ihe opening of the new

program in the Graduate School of Education.

create learning experiences for
the children to teach themselves
through their own discoveries.
The role of the teacher is to
direct the student in the learning
en... ironmenl.
It is more of a challenge to the
teacher to create this learning
atmosphere than it is to instruct
in the former way.
The course at Fairfield, a first
of its kind in the Graduate
School. is taught by three young
women. Mrs. Joanna Nicholson
and Mrs. June Gould are
teachers and Mrs. Gena Kallick
is a psychologist who tutors
emotionally disturbed children.

Some Jokers Never Die

The Short-Sheet Ages
8y Lorraine Le(.~sne
During the 5O's students had to
deal with many of the same
things ....1Iich students face
today. exams. cramming. term
papers and tempermental
professors.
The differences between the
students of today and those of the
past are many and obvious.
Students still drink on
.....eekends. root for the home
team and engage in practical
jokes.
Bul it has been said that
concern about war and other
social issues has dampened an
enthusiasm for pranks like
dismantling a car and
reassembling it in a students
room. a partit.'ular old-time
favorite.
Is there something .....rong
.....hen medkal students no longer
get excited about lea...ing the
arms of a cada\'er in such
unlikely places as a room-mate's
bed or closet?
Some say that practical joking
has lust the fer...or it once had.
On the contrary. many
students will aUest thal.
although not as rampant as in the
past. +I.he end of dormitory
pranks and practical joking is
not in si~ht.

Ranging from pUlling
laboratory mice in the desk of a
nervous co-ed to retaliatory acts
as sewing the perpetrators in
their beds. pranks achieve the
same - a pressure release.
1\1 no time is pressure more to
bear on the student than during
exam week. It is then that this
sort of mischief comes into ilS
own. .Students tum :heir energy and
rrustration to such odd jobs as
relocating lounge furnilure to
parking lots and ele...ators and
co ... ering the walls with
ooblippos" or ooblats". wet
c1umQs of toilet paPer.
More frequent are the latenigM. and often costly and
dangerous fire-alarms.
Sleeping students are always
easy prey. A tightly filled water
balloon. asMie from its unequaled
service in water fights. ean
produce some disarming results
when put in the bed of a
oartieularlv rl'sllp<;:<;: <;:IPPf"If'r.
lighter f1uK! shot under a door
has been known to .....arm up
many dorm rooms during the
cold .....inter months. And a
sha...ing cream ' filled album
co...er squeezed under a door
produces a similar. less fiery.
effect.
Such jokes. if they remain

New Personnel Boss

F. U. Grad Joins Staff
The appomtment of Stephen P.
Jakab as Director or Personnel
and Employee Helations has
been announced bv John M.
Hickwn. viee president of
Business and Finance.
Prior to joining Fairfield's
staff Mr. Jakab was Personnel
Manager ror Data Products
Telecommunications in
Stamford.

Ste"u P. Jacob

In his new position. Mr. Jakab
will be responsible for
recruitrrent and employment.
wage and salary administration,
development
and
recommendation or personnel
policies and procedures. and
employee relations for the
university.
He is a 1962 graduate of
Fairfield. having recei...ed a
Bachelor of Science degree. and
he later did graduate studies in
Business Administration at ~
University of Bridgeport.
Mr. Jakab studied computer
programming at th,e University lof Connecticut in 1964 and
supervisory management at
Fairfield in 1965.
He is presently engaged in
Master·s degree studies at
Fairfield's Graduate School or
Corporate and Political
Communications.
Mr. Jakab and his wire Carol
live at 846 High Strcel. Fairfield.
They ha...e one son. Slephen.

harmless and both victim and
culprit emerge without serious
.....ounds are. as one junior
described them. "jusl another
fonn of relaxation."
So. although the methods ha...e
changed. and perhaps become
less skillful. pranks and
practical jokes are still ...ery
much a part of student life.

All three have taken a year off
from their other teaching
assignments to conduct inservice workshops for teachers
and open classroom seminars for
parents.
Through lheir experience they
are assured of the success the
open classroom has had as an
instrument in making learning a
personal, exciting happening for
a child.
Mrs. Kallick contends, "I see
an enonnous connection between
the drug problem and the
traditional methods of teaching.
The rote memory technique does
not provide an opportunity for a
child to relate what he learns in
school with his life. He has
difficulty relating to anything,
therefore he turns to drugs."
In commenting about the
acceptance of .the open
classroom into public school
systems and pri...ate schools
Mrs. Kallick says that, "Due to
budget cuts in so many areas.
school systems are willing to try
the method because the tools of
learning used are inexpensi...e to
acquire. All the items used are
evel)'day household ones."
The course. which will be
offered Spring semester also,
covers science and reading as
well as mathematics_
The technique in reading is
believed to help children learn to
read faster.
The children dictate a story
about something they know and
the teacher writes it down. This
way the child can see his words
in ... isual form and learn to read
them.
Dr. Robert Pitt, Dean of the
Graduate School. was
enthusiastic about having the
course presented at Fairfield.
He says. "I ha...e seen the open
classroom method at work in one
of the local elementary schools
and was eJ:cited to ha...e these
three young .....omen teach here."

"The basic course this
semester and next semester will
be followed by an advanced
workshop follow-up during the
Summer session." Dr. Pill
continued.
All three women expressed a
desire to bring their program to
the undergraduale le...el, but
until a major in elementary
education is oHered, that isn't
possible.

Fitzpatrick Affirms
'Info' Booth Need
Explaining the purpose of the
newly established infonnation
booth ill the campus center,
James Fitzpatrick, director of
the campus center, recently
affirmed its runction as a "much
needed" central information
source for the university
campus.
Initiated this fall by William
P. Schimpf. vice-president in
charge of student services. the
center supplies uni...ersity
catalogues, mo...ie schedules.
monthly calendars, and daily
bulletins to students and campus
visitors. Student resident lists
will be available upon
completion by student services.
The information desk, Mr.
Fitzpatrick explained, will also
be of special value on wCt'kends
when closed offices make this
information difficult or
impossible to obtain.
Faculty and administration
wives. as well as members of the
Fairfield Prep Bellarmine Guild
staff the desk from 4-11 p.m. on
.....eekdays and bet.....een 10 a.m.
and 11 p.m. on weekends.
Freed lrom phone duty. the
campus center assistant
directors John O'Rourke and
William McGarrity can serve
more fully in their supervisor
capacities.

Grad. School Enrollment Falls
The Graduate School of
Education has 1,373 students
enrolled for the fall semester.
This figure represents
approximalely twenty less than
the number registered last fall.
There were. howe...er. well over
2.000 course registrations, which
is the highest figure in the
history of the school.
For the first time the graduate
school and the Norwalk Public
School system are cooperating
on a paid internship for per90ns
interested in becoming certified
teachers.
For the current semester
Fairfield has an intern in
mathematics and an intern in
special education, each or whom
work with an experienced team
:n Brian McMahon High School.
Dr. William J. Garrity. Jr. is the
director of the program for
Fairf)eld.
The Re.... Francis Lewis. S.J ..
an assistant professor in the
graduate schooL has been named
a Fellow of the Philosophy of
Educalion Society and is
currenUy the President of the
Greater New Ha...en Chapter of
the Religious Education
Association.
Fr. Lewis deli ...ered a
commencement address at the
Berkeley School in While Plains,
New York on September 2S and
was guest lecturer in the
Intensive Scholars Seminar at
the Greater
Hartford
Community College on
September 30. On October" Fr.
Lewis was at Boston Uni...ersity
for a meeting of the Boston
Colloquium for the Philosophy of
Education Society. Fr. Lello'is is
a Go...erning Board member of
this association. On October 2930 Fr. Lewis will attend the fall
meeting of the Middle Atlantic
Professors of Religious
Education.
Marguerite Carroll, an
assistant proressor in the
coun$Cling division. has been
appointed associate editor of the
School Counselor. In the

September 1971 edition Miss
Carroll has written a book
re...iew and she has had an article
accepted for publication in the
March, 1972 edition of the
Personnel and Guidance
Journal.
Students enrolled in Miss
Carroll's ad...anced group
counseling class are acting as
group leaders for the freshmen
enrolled in the nursing program
in the undergraduate college.
The nursing students meet e...ery
Tuesday afternoon and evening
in 8annow Hall with the
counselors.
Or. Robert Pitt. Dean of the
Graduate School of Educalion
attended

the

New

Conference On Education at the
Mount Washington Hotel in
Bretton Woods. New Hampshire
Thirty educators from each of
the New England states meet
once a year to discuss mutual
problems Dr. Pitt was in...ited to
join this year by Or. William J.
Sanders,
'Connecticut
Commissioner of Education. Dr.
Pitt was formerly a student in
Dr. Sander's class at Southern
Connecticut State College.
Dr. John Norman, a lecturer in
the American Studies Division,
has been selected as an
Outstanding Lecturer at Pace
College. Dr. Norman is a
professor of Pol itical Science al

Engla::;"::d=p"a"ce.,.========,.-

ROLL 'EM! - Coach Tris Carta showing weekly game films for
his SQuad in the campus center mezzanine.
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PaTrone is Reptiles' Friend

Student Tends Snakes
poisonous and no competent
What does a high school
sophomore snake-lover do when person was willing to perform
he catches a "beautifu'" the sometimes hazardous task of
copperhead in the woods but feeding them.
Pre5eat ColI«UOIl
can't take it home~
So, when he found the
Well. to make a long story
Copperhead which he knew he
short. he finds a university
couldn'l bring home, he called
whose biology department's
Dr. Combs and offered to give
snake collection is lacking
his find to the department
mostly because they need
collection. Later in lhe year, Dr.
someone to feed the creatures.
Combs asked Alan to tend the
He then gives them his prized
collection on a regular basis.
catch and offers to accept the
MosUy due to Alan's initial
vacant post.
donatton. which soon provided
At least that's what Alan
babies. the snake collection IS
Purrone '75 did three years ago
when he found himself in just onCe agam on the nse. It now
includes nine specimens from
such a predicament. Having
Connecticut as well as others
previously met Fairfield
from the mid-West.
professor Theodore Combs on a
Connecticut snakes include a
snake-hunting expedition near
Connecticut's Pequonnock Copperhead. a Rattlesnake. a
Black snake, a Racer. a Ribbon
River, he called Dr. Combs in
the university's biology snake, and a Water snake.
The MId·West "ariety includes
department and the deal was
a Bull snake, a Corn snake. and
made.
SOME MAKE GOOD PETS - if they're non-poisonous. explains Alan Purrone '75. Fairfield's snake
an Arizona Bull snake.
Boyhood Ambllioas
curator for the past lhreeyears. Alan is now a member of the freshman class majoring in biology.
Thispast summer, Alan helped
A June graduate from
Dr. Frank Rice, chairman of the
Trumbull High School. Alan has
biology department set up a
been Fairfield's snake curator
for the past three years. This snake exhibit at the 4-H Fair in
Bethel, Connecticut. Their show
past September he entered the
piece was entitled, "Snakes of
university's freshman class as a
biology major. "I guess I just Connecticut..," and Alan says
that_ as always. the snakes were
never grew out of my boyhood
By Deborall M_rpIIy
youngster between the ages of youngsters have not been ambitions of studying and a big attraction .....ith onlookers.
involved at all with the police catching snakes." says Alan who
eight and sixteen.
In addition to building
The sight of a ten-year-old boy
since the volunteers began keeps the biology department's Fairfield's snake collection. the
CIIUd Sets THe
accompanied by a college
working with them.
The two meet for at least an
now growing collection of freshman commuter hopes to do
student in the cafeteria. down at hour every week. The purpose of
Buist comments that another American snakes on a bi·weekly graduate work in herpetology
the beach, or at a basketball the project is not to show the
indication of the suceess of the diet of mice and frogs.
after
compleling
his
game may be an unusual scene. child the highlights of middleo
program has "been the
undergraduate studies here.
Alan's interest in the long,
But. it will not be an uncommon class suburbia but to meet him
enthusiasm not only of the skinny fellows began when he
one at Fairfield this year.
youngsters involved but of their was a freshman in high school. at
on hisown ground as his friend.
These kids. the big ones and
According to Buist, this is friends. As the kids in the which time he caught several
the lillie ones, are participating beneficial not only for the youth
neighborhood got to know their varieties which he kept at home.
in the Volunteer Probation involved but also for the student.
friend's probation officer many
"I used to go an;lund to area
QUietr Program and Big- The child is exposed to an of them asked if they could schools to lecture to the students
Brother-SiSler Project in environment and a group of participate in the program about snakes." he explains.
The works of renowned
BrKlgeport sponsored by the people unlike the one he is used
although they were not in trouble "bringing my pelS with me sculptor Frank Eliscu will be
Youth Inler-Racial Council.
with the courts.
to at home. And the student
featured
at
Fairfield
whenever possible."
Fairfield students became becomes more aware of. the life
Olr'eclor PIe-sed
"My main purpose," he says. Universitv's sixth annual
involved in the Juvenile Court style in the comffibnities
Thus. the Big· Brother - SiSler "was to educate people thus sculpture exhibit to be held in the
Program last year under the surrounding Fairfield.
Project begM 8S ., offsprinB of preventing them from tilling Campus Center from October 18
direction of Jim Buist. a junto .
the Juvenile Court Program.
snakes. "
thru 31. Highlighting the exhibll.
The choice of the meeting
After two training sessX>ns. place is the decision of the
This year approximately
wh ich is sponsored by the
Some Good Pets
one in court judicial processes youngster. anyWhere from
seventy Fairfield students are
Some non-poisonous snakes Carlson Foundation. will be a
and the other in a philosophy of Dunkin' Donuts to the local pool
involved in both projects.
can make good pets, according discussion and demonstration of
handling juvenile delinquency, a hall. Then the day's activit}' is
Funds for activities with the to Alan. He warns, ho.....ever that wax sculpturing conducted by
volunteer becomes a "probation decided.
youngsters are being supplied by each snake has its own the artist on October21 at 8 p.m.
oHicer"
assilitned to one
Y.I.C. and also free meal passes temperament and so some are
Working prim"rily in wax. Mr.
Sometimes transportation is a
snappy. He claims that they are Eliscu has authored two bookson
problem for students who to the cafeteria.
Mr. Jonas Kearney, director of healthy pets because they give the subject. Direct Wu
usually try to find a ride but may
the program in Bridgeport, is nodiseases to man.
ScalptRre and Tbree Tedutiques
have to hitch or take a bus to
most pleased and happy with the
Bridgeport.
Alan relates the tale of - Wax. Oay .... Sla'e. In
response of Fairfield studenlS in meeting Dr. Combs and his addition, he is preparing a third
According to Buist most of the
entitled Sa-te ud Soft Slottf!
crimes the kids are involved in comparison with those from children while on a snakeo
hunting venture, remarking that Snlpt.re.
are not major ones: truency. other campuses in the area.
Mr. Kearney expects anyone he was surprised to meet a man
But the artist is most wellAs its title says, FREE-to'OR- shoplifting, only sometimes
who
begins with a youngster to looking for snakes.
known for his creations which
stealing
a
car
or
drugs.
But
they
ALL is an open door to television
stay with him. "If there's one
After introducing himself to were later converted into
are placed on probation for a
for the people of Connecticut.
Twice weekly (Tuesday and period of time, havlog to report thing a child doesn't need it's Dr. Combs, Alan heard the story bronze. Examples of his work
Wednesday at 10:30 p.m.) to a professional probation another disappointment", Mr. of Fairfield's falling snake now appear in New York City.
Kearney states. "There are no population. The professor South Carolina. and Kentucky as
Connecticut Public Television is officer.
failures for a dedicated explained that many of the well as other sections of the
C'ul1ace ", Flrst
scheduled to air just about
Jim described his first volunteer because all these kids department's snakes had to be country. He is also the creator of
anything!
k.illed because they .....ere college football's Heisman
The public has been invited to meeting last year with his 14- need is somebody who cares."
Memorial Trophy.
submit ideas for use in the year~ld friend from Bridgeport
Mr. Eliscu has received
program's framework and most as a very strained, distant one
"ome'o", .w.nb.od hono"
participants will be drawn from and a challenge from the start.
hIS work. He IS presenlly a
"Everything
began
those segments of the state
member of the National
society least heard from on superficially," Jim remembers.
.
.
Academy of Design and a past
"We talked about our families,
television in the past.
P
I'
of commuter SOCial events m president of the National
C . ed r
Producer John Cosgrove and hobbies, sports. It wasn't unlil
t onllnu
rom age I
addition to provk1ing overnight Sculpture Societv.
Joel Neiditz. production about five weeks and twenty
lodging for commuters who
..
assistant for the series, invite hours later that our relationship
of those students who commute
participate in campus activities.
The eXh~blt}ormally o~ns ~n
suggestions from the general began to develop deep enough so
from home.
According to D'Andrea a October. 1~ \"'th a rec~t1on In
public with a Oyer reading: he would tell me things about
Even more serious. however,
minimum
of 100 students would the a~lSt s honor. Dunng the
"Want to let off some steam~ school or home without my
is what D'Andrea terms "the
be needed to successfully folloWing t~'o wee~s the
Want to show what your group asking."
poor parking situation"
on manage this type of venture.
sc':llptures WIll be dIsplayed
"Most of the kids in the project
can do~ ffrom acid rock to zinnia
dally from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
campus. Claiming that Prep
gardens... ) Want to explain the have no family to speak of. They
students often park in areas
goals of your organization~" The might have a molher or father
normally designated for
men explain that CPTV's but not one they can talk to or
commuter use, 0' Andrea
"Commitment
to who is willing to listen. All
maintained that commuters wlll
Communicate" led to the series. they're looking for is a strong
refuse to pay parking tickets
adult
image."
Jim
contends.
which literally allows anyone to
until improvements are made.
A volunteer plays the role of
appear without interference
He also criticized exclusive
from a host or challenging from mother, father, big brother,
faculty rights to the Campus
tutor and best friend sometimes
an adversary.
Center lot.
Of course, they explain, all at once.
Finally,
D'Andrea
Special 5t8lRS
slander and libel are out. So is
mentioned a long-range proposal
Due to the special status of the
vulgarity. But aside from that,
for securing the rental of a house
"doing your thing" might just be probation officer in the eyes of
on Fairfield beach. Such a
on lelevision this fall. if you the court. he may be present in
facility would become the center
RECORDS
court
if
the
youth
gets
in
trouble
want.
Cosgrove adds that the again, whereas the public may
STATIONERY
restrictions established in not.
A
volunteer
probation
officer
PAPER BACKS
program guidelines involve a
short list of items the also possesses a card which can
& LIQUORS
WINES
participants will have to promise entrust him with custody of the
not to do. Those include the child pefxling legal proceedings.
16]; Post Road
OPEN:
However, one of the most
advocacy of violence.
rewarding
aspects
of
the
""airfield.
Conn.
solicitation of funding and
8 AM -10 PM
program is Ulat most of the
launching of personal attacks.

Volunteer Probation Officer

Students Helping Delinquents

,

Eliscu Sculpture
to Show Here

CPTY Announces
Open Studos

·
Commuter Meetlng

'O'

FAIRFIELD PHARMACY
MENS' AND WOMENS'
TOILETRIES AND COSMETICS

•
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'In Short ,Why Did the Class Fail?~~!"'oii""R~'gi';i;;Iii:g""""'1
Ed. Note: This arlicle, derived
from a finallecluredelivered by
Henry r. Ottinger at the
University of Missouri, is
reprinted from the New York
Times with the author's
permission.
Mr. Ollinger
assured us that if it's
controversy that we're aft.er.
.....e·1l get it. He has.
ByHENRV F. OITINGER
COLUMBIA. Mo. - And now.
like it or not. I'd like to say a few
parting words.
As you know. I began the
semester in a way that departed
from the manner in which I had
taught composition classes in the
pasL Much of my attitude at that
time was influenced by Farber's
book. "The Student as Nigger."
On the first day of class. I read
to you the following:
"School is whcre you let the
dying society put its trip on you.
Our schools may seem useful: to
make children into doctors.
sociologists. engineers
to
discover things. But they're
poisonous as well. They exploit
and enslave students; they
petrify society; they make
democracy unlikely. And irs not
what you're taught that does the
harm but how you're taught. Our
schools teach you by pushing you
around, by stealing your will and
~ur sense of power, by making
~rmid. apathetic slaves of you authority addicts."
That sounded I ike a breath of
fresh air back in February - and
I xuggelked that we try to break
Ihe mold, that we could write
papcr~ on
any subject we
wantcll, that we l'Quld spend
clas~ time discussing things.
either "the burning issues of the
day" or otherwise. You seemed
to aRree. aod we spent time
agTCiling together that indeed
Farber hnd the word, and we
.....nuJd do w,at we ~uld to bre1lk
the mdld.

aVOiCE
Appli~atlon to

mail at seol:onddass postage rates is pending
at Fairfield. (;onnel.'til·ut.

nv

~

Ueiversity Voice IS the
campus newspaper published
every Thursday during the
academic year by Fairfield
Uni ... ersity. Opinions
expressed herein in no way
reflect the official position of
the University. SW>scriptions
are available at a~early rate
of $6.00 and may be obtained
by writing to the editorial
offiCE' located in Loyola Hall.
Fairfield University Fairfield
Conn.. 06430.
Editor·in.QIid:
Timothy
Grace
Nev.·s Editor: Thomas
Kaluzynskl
Feature Editor: Lawrence
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As you know. things went from
initial ecstasy to final
catastrophe. And recenlly I fell
back _ no. you forced me back _
inlo assigning general topics. As
a result of that action. and a lot
of other factors. this semester
has been the worst I have ever
taught. In fact. I even debated
with myself whether or not to go
on teaching next yea!. But in
some ways. the semester was
valuable because I learned
something, if you didn't.
Let me share with you some of
the things I learned. Keep in
mind that this does not apply to
all of you. but it does apply to the
majority.
I learned that all this bull
about "gelting it together" or
··.....orking together" I be it for
peace or a grade' is just that _
bull, The 195O's were labeled by
pop sociologists as ··the silent
generation." I assure you that
they had nothing on you. Ten
years ago, the people around the
fountains wore saddle shoes.
chinos and had crewcuts. Now
they're barefoot. wear Army
fatigues and ha...e long hair. Big
revelation: irs the same bunch
of people.
Generally. this class as been
the most silent. relicenl.
paranoid bunch of people in a
group I have ever encountered.
You had an opporLunity to
exchange ideas I which, it often
turned oul, "you ha...e not got"),
and you were too embarrassed to
do so.
You had an opportunily to find
out something about yoursel...es.
This, by the way. is the crux of
education. And as far as I can
see, you found out very litlle.
You had an opportunity to
explore ideas - on your own and didn't. Most of the papers
hashed o...er the usual clicheridden topics. One person went
so far as to chum out a
masterpiece on the pros and cons
of fraternities... topic that was
reall}' hot back in 1956.
Most of all. you had the
opportunity to be free - free
from the usual absurdities of a
eomposition class where topics
are assigned. thesis statements
are submitted. and so on. You
also had freedom of thought. as
long as it was confined to the
standards of formal English.
You had the opportunity to be
free - to be responsible to
yourselves - and you succeeded
10
pro... ing to me and to
"ourselves that freedom is
slaver\', a line from 1984 which I
hope. 'for the sake of all of us.
isn't prophetic.
But \,ou protest 10h. how I
have wished you would I:
"We're incapable of handling all
this freedom at once. You see_
Mr. Ottinger. we've been
l'ouditioned; we're not used to
all of this."
Well.·1 read Ihat in Farber.
too, and irs bull. Rats nnd dogs
are l'Onditioned. and are usually
incapable of breaking that
conditioning. lIuman beings can
bre:lk l'Onditioning. if it's to their
advantage. But here it's 100 good
an eXl'use to sa,·. "I'm
conditioned." Ob,'iously, then,
it·s III your advantage not 10
bl'eak oul of the mold.
Wh~' is il to your advantage? In
:-:1101'1. wi\\' did Ihe class fail?
II faiied because Ihinking
(':luses pain. ,\nd. like good little
ulililarian~. you want to avoid
pain. It's so much easier to
l'OIl1(' up wilh instant esthetics,
instant solut ions. instant
salvation. instant thoughts. After
nIl. instant things. like
breakfasts and TV dinners, are
easi1~' digestible - and ea~ily
regurgitated - and not tembly
no.~hing

OnT of the most nauseating
remarks I have heard- this
semt.'ster. is. ··Gosh. college is
no fun:' or. when an idea is
presented, ··It doesn't turn me
on."
If ,'ou don't believe that
kno..... l~ge for its own sake is a
,'alid and ...aluable goal. then
you're in the wrong place. and

a:::.

you'd do much better in
vocational school, studying how
to be a plumber or a beautician.
Granted. there are problems
within the university itself serious problems - that. despite
what you may think. show some
sign of possible solution. One
step they could take Ibut
probably won't I is to limit
enrollment. and keep the 45 per
cent of you out who don't belong
here. because it's no fun,
Well. it's time. I suppose to
bring this to a halt, and let you go
over to the Commons or
wherever. As to the next-to-Iast
comment, I invite you to listen to
the lyrics of the Beatles'
"Nowhere Man" and. if it fits.
take it to nean.
Last, I will bid a good-by (until
the final) and say that if at any
time some sly hint, or clue. or
(God forbKl) a half-truth slipped
OUt of my unconscious and out of
the comer of my mouth and
lpardon the expression) .. turned
one of you on," then we have not
failed, you and J.
And to all of you this: I lo...e
you for what you might be; I'm
deeply disturbed by what you
are.

;: :

Think of it this way: your
worst enemies--Iong haired
hippie Commie rats. if that's the
sort you dislike, or vicklus
beetle-browed right-wing bigots.
if that's the sort you can't standare registered to vole. That
means that, come the next
election. they will have a voice in
decKiing who will bold office in
the nen several years. while
you. if you're not registered.
.....on·t. Now. are you going to
stand for that?
11.5 million 111-20 veal' olds
.....ere given the right to vote in all
elections by the 18 year old
Amendment to the United States
Constitution. Of these. 5.3
:nillion are students. Where
PresKienliai elections are won
by 500.000 votes. the student vot.e
really counts. If Fairfield is your
legal residence. register in that
nice colonial Town Hall on the
Old Post Road; it takes five
minutes. If your parents' home
is your legal residence. register
there. sometime when you're
home on vacation (and while
you're at it, find out about
gelting an absentee ballot for
...oting). In either case. get to it

soon: before you come out with
one more complaint about how
the problems 3re getting worse,
sign yourself up to lake part in
fashioning the solutions.

Dates have been set for the
annual fall bridge tournaments.
it was announced last week by
Ralph L. Fox of the mathematics
department.
Tournaments will be held on
September 23. October 14.
October 28. No...ember 11. and
December 9. the second and'
fourth Thursdays of the month.
Open to all interested
contestants. the tournaments
Will all be played in the Campus
Center Meuanine at 7:30 p,m.
According to Mr. Fox, no
duplicate experience is
necessary and each e...ening will
be an independent tournament.

Letters to The Editor
As a concerned member of the
Class of t975, I feel it an
obligation to express my ... iews
concerning the relationship
between the freshman class and
student go...ernment. For the
past three weeks I have been an
acti...e and interested student in
all social and cultural affairs on
campus. BUl the existence and
function of student government
on campus is still a puzzle to me
and I feel that the reason for this
is a lack of communication on
the part of those in authority in
our student go...ernment. Maybe
I am wrong in making such a
judgement at this time. but from
what I·...e seen and heard so farnot one word has been mentioned
since orientation concerning
freshmen elections and their
...oice in student government.
There are just a few points I
hope will be clarified in the near
future. I feel that freshmen
should have a say by no..... in
affairs of campus go...emment.
since they comprise close to onethird of the student body. Even if
they are not as yet elected to
positions. there should at least
be a meeting describing the
function of the government in
detail. how to become a
member. describing the tripartate system of government.
and explaining and perhaps
distributing the constitution. So
much has been said and ....' riuen
about Ihis constitution. but I
have yet to see one letter of it in
print.
The main reason for writing
this letter is to show my concern
o...er lhe student government
budget. Each member of the
student body is required to pay a
$25.00 student activity fee. which
in turn is channeled by student
government to clubs and
organizations, After attending
lhe legislative meeting on
Monday e...ening. September 20. I
came away wondering why one
man. n:lll1ely Ihe student
governmenl president. has
budgeted our money to campus
acti... ities, I-Ie alone has drawn up
the budget, apportioning money
in areas where he feels that it
would be used most eHecti...ely.
The budget is then sent to the
Appropriations
Committee
Chairman, who in turn decides
the amount to be distributed in
each area. I feel it necessary
that the student body be sho.....n
how and wh\' their monev is to be
spent. AlSo, such e·xecuti...e
board departments as Cultural
AffaIrs, Community Action.
Go"ernment Operations. Social
Affairs. and Student Services
should be defined.
ApproXimately 1520 out of 23&0
students enrolled at Fairfield
have paid their"3cti\,ity fee. This

means that 30 percent - 800
members of the student body are
delinquent in the payment of lhis
fee. yet they are still able to
participate in clubs and events
sponsored
by
student
government. The financial
system cannot operate
effecti ...ely if this policy
continues.
For those students who ha...e
paid their $25.00 activity fee.
here is a breakdown of how yo"!.~
money is being appropriated:
Do you feel that the budget
reflectS the interests of all the
students?
At the meeting of september
20 it was announced that so far
533,000.00 has been received out
of an expected $50.000,00. It
would appear that the projected
figure of $50.000.00 will not be
reached. This will substantially
reduce allocations to
each
program.
As a concerned member of the
class of 1975 I feel it an
obligation to bring these
problems to public attention so
that action mi8ht be taken to
remedy the situation.
Thank you.
Peter J. FallOl!, 'n
Dear Editor:
Your article has helped my
recruitment on the Fairfield
University Campus immensely.
Thanks to you I ha...e no doubt
that the student members of the
John Birch Society at Fairfield
Uni ...ersity will wield a
predominant influence over
many of the liberal policies of
the Jesuit Administration, With
such
influence Fairfield
Uni...ersity may soon return to
the esteemed Catholic institution
it once was.
Within the next few weeks due
to recent de...elopments I will be
showing films on the Campus
itself. Before the publication of
your article. I usually showed
them off Campus. But since your
article has inspired such an
interest among a number of
students. I have decided in many
cases to take the films righL to
the students, I hope that the
Voice may send its reporters to
these films because for the next
few years the John Birch Society
will be one of the tOP issues at
Fairfield Uni,·ersity. It would be
in our school's own interest to
get Lhe correct explication of the
Society and its views and goals
by impartial Voice reporters.
For as I",'e said many times
education is our strategy and
truth is our only weapon. The
Birch Society could not e...er
have grown to such an effective

organization without being able
to pro...e what we say.
Sincerely,
NlchoJasJ. Bove.Jr.
Dear Sir:
I have never registered a
complaint against Fairfield until
now.
A copy of "The Fairfield Free
Press and Review" happened to
fall into my hands. And I was
shocked when I read the
advertisement on page four. This
certainly does not speak well for
a Catholic University.
I realize it is a liberal paper
and doesn't compare to "The
Voice", bot don't you feel they
are going a little too far?
Please give this matter some
thought. and I do not expect a
reply.
Sincerely.
A Parent
Dear Editor:
To clarify the correction in the
September 23rd issue of THE
UNIVERSITY VOICE relating
to the University debt. please be
ad... ised that the debt mentioned
is not a current operating debt
but rather the accumulation of
two years prior to year ending
June 1971.
Sincerely.
John 1\1. 1-1 ickson

DRIVERS NEEDED
Phi Kappa Theta
Fraternity is presenlly
engaged in a very important
Red Cross program in which
members of PKT are
redistributing blood supplies
to local hospitals.
The Fairfield Red Cross
chapt.er on Old Post Road
pro... ides its automobile and
traveling expenses. Any
member of the uni...ersity
interested in ser... ing as a
dri...er should contact:
.
Mike Farrell
Box 778 or Northwest 436,
Tel. 255-4341.
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in The Middle

Too Many Students
I

David Frost

Suo Lowell P. Wekker, Jr.
I

E!H

I

Billy Taylor

JoIIiD GambUa.

CEL.EBRITY NIGHT GUESTS· The above are among those to be
honored at "~airfield University's first annual Celebrity Night of
the Presidents Circle, The "black·lIe" event will be held at Ute
Rolling HiIlsCountryClubon November 16.

Television's Frost
to Perform Here
(Continued from Page II
After five hours of music. folksy
talk. news and traffic reports. he
spends two hours at work in his
New York oHice and then

returns

lO

his Manhasset offiCi:!

where he answers listeners'
letters received by the bundles
each day.

_

Billy Taylor. musical dirC{'wr
of the David Frost show. was
recently the winner or the "best
pianist" award in Downbeat
Magazine's first annual critics
poll. He serves as class
musician. composer. conductor.
arranger and musicologist. on
the Frost program.
Adept and adaptable in any
musical style. Billy Taylor has
accompanied such diverse
talcnlS as Nina Simone. Beverly
Sills. Mel Tornte. Dinah Shore.
George Rums. Sonny and Chef.
and Snmmy Davis. Jr.
SenalOr Weicker, at age 39
years. became the l'reshman
Senator from Connecticut
following a career of problem·
solving within the political
systems on the local. state and
federal levels.
As the First Selectman of

Church Collections
Go to J. McManus
The Loyola Chapel Fund has
made its first two contributions
of the new school year to the
Youth Interracial Council and to
a student injured in an
automobile accident in early
September.
The Fund. a project of the
University Chaplain. distributes
money to needy people and
causes from monies collected
each weekend at the Masses held
in Loyola Chapel.
The second che<:k
for $817.47 was sent to defray the
hospital expenses of James
McManus '71 who is unconscious
in a Mt. Kisco hospital.

Grcenwich. a member of the
Conne<:ticul General Assembly.
and a U.S. Congressman, he won
the reputation of a man who
"gets things done,"
In his first year in the House of
Representatives, he authored an
amendment requiring that
housing demol ished under urban
renewal. must be replaced on a
unit·for-unit basis.
In 1970 Senator Weicker won
the U.S. Senate seat by defeating
the late Senator Dodd and the
Reverend Joseph Duffy by an
86,000 vote plurality. It was the
Senator's eighth straight
election win in eight years.

I had heard that students were
growing more enthusiastic about
studying, but I never expected
their desire for learning to reach
the proportions which it has. A
few days ago while walking to
the library. I was amated to find
a line stretching from the door,
down the walk past the science
building.
"What's going on here?" I
shouted to the librarian as I
pUshed my way through the
cro.....d to the front deSk,
"The library Is all filled up at
the moment. If you care to wait
for a place to study you'll just
have to get on line like everyone
else."
"00 you mean to tell me thai
all these people actually want to
study? I've been coming to the
library for the past two years
and have always had the whole
place to myself,"
"I guess it just shows how fads
come and go at a university. Why
I remember how two years ago
you might be walking along
minding your own business. and
the next minute find yourself in
the middle of a strike or building
takeover. Then came the
tripartite craze. when you .....ere
expected to become an expert on
tripartite government. If you
didn't even know what
tripartltlsm meant, lei alone
understand it, people looked
down on you as an illiterate fool.
"And now lhe big fad is
studying?"
,,' guess so, Suddenly it seems
that everyone wants to read a
book. take a lest. or do a paper.
I've seen more students in here
today than in all the years since
the library was built."
"How do you account for it?"
"It could be thai the J)(!an
scared them when he accused
the faculty of leniency in
grading, Or maybe it's because
there's nothing else to do. But I
think that somebody just got the
idea that studying was fun, and
everyone else went along with
it. "
"Butwhatcanl",?"
"00 you know that the Student
Government plans to use money
from its Activities Fee to install
Monarch Notes dispensing
machines on every dormitory
£Ioor? And I hear that WVOF is
going to sponsor a contest to see
what can sit at a desk the
longest. Even the faculty is
jumping on the bandwagon. A
number of pl'ofessors are
preparing theses which illustrate
novel methods of studying,
Proceed!> trom their sales will j;lO
to needy teachers who have been

Playhouse Board
At a recent meeting, The
Playhouse at Fairfield
University appointed neWly
elected members to the Board of
Directors. initiated a season
subscription membership drive
and announced plays for the 1971'72 season which The Playhouse
will stage.
New members include Mrs.
Minerva Farrell, Mrs, Vera
Meyers, Mrs. Barbara Spence,
and Edward Spires. Also
Thomas Zingarelli, a Fairfield
graduate, and Thomas
McKinney, '72 and William
Grahm '73, Bertha Gallant 74,
and Robert Unkel '73, Fairfield
undergraduates.
Edward Spires has been
appointed Technical Director of
The Playhouse, and will also be
Acting Artistic Director during
the period of Robert Emerich's
sabbatical. Mr, Emerich,
department of English.
currently holds the position and
will begin his leave in January,
Mrs. Spence will act as
Director of Public Information,
while Tom McKinney will hold
the POSt of Producer of
Playhouse Productions.

Subsc:ripUon Drive.
The new subscription drive,
presently underway. will make it
possible for subscribers to
attend the four productions
scheduled for the current season
for the price of three, The drive
also offers a reduced rate for
students and will end October 23,
Opening night. October 14, will
feature Bertold Brecht's Mother
Courage aDd Her ChiJdreD,
directed by Mr. Emerich A
musical "She Loves Me", a book
by Masterhoff. music and lyrics
by Bock and Harrick. will open
in December and will also be
under the direction of Mr.
Emerich.
Richard Forsyth, of Fairfield,
will direct The Playhouse'S first
'72 production will be Ibsen's
"Hedda Gabler," In April, Peter
Weiss' Marat Sade
will be
presented and directed by Gritta
Honegger.

r------------,
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I
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hard-hit by the wage-price
freeze.
"That's all very nice. but I
need to study for a test right
now,"
"What can I tell you? Even the
seats under the buzzing lights
have been reserved for weeks in
advance. There's no stopping a
movement like this once it gets
started. "
"00
you
have
anv

By Robert ByrD
I
suggestions?"
"Give up studying for a .....hile.
Go into sports or SOmCthing like.
and come back .....hen the
excitement dies down. "
"Maybe I ..... ill."
So I left the library and went to
the gym to join the football
team, But there was no one
there, The coach .....as in the
library studying up on ho..... to
teach a team to score POlOt~.

Artists Give Lessons
Remember the days when
children practiced scales on the
piano involuntarily for many
tedious hours? These days have
been traded in for a second
childhood of music by many
university students.
For the seeond consecutive
year. the music department is
offering private music lessons
on campus to all students.
Instruction is available in
classical plano fall levelsl by
Miss Irene Schneidmann and
Burton Hathaway: jazz
improvisation
for
all
instruments except drums by
John Mehegan: violin I advanced
students only l by Tossy
Spivakovsky: and harpiscord by
Igor Kipnis.
Adjunct Professors
The teachers who give the
lessons, With the exception of
Igor Kipnis, are adjunct
professors, I.e. they are not on
the university payroll per se as
professors but are remunerated
only through the private lessons.
There has ~n a show of
enthusiasm for these lessons as
witnessed by some t.....('nty·five
names of students who have
signed the list for lessons In the
roster in the basement of Loyola.
Students who silj:n "the list are
contacted via thClr mailbox by
Mr. Andrew Heath, the head of
the music division,
SID per L.esson
The lessons are offered on an
individual basis at a time of
mutual convenience between the
.student and the teacher. The fee
for each lesson Is SIO, which is
paid in a total sum each
semester. The amount of time
per lesson is variable. but is
minimally one hour.
Susan Cesano. who is in her
second year of plano lessons at
the university, remarked thal a
great aspect of the lessons is
'"that the instructors are not
clock watchers." Sue said
additionally that "the teachers
are just great"
When asked for some
historical information about the
lessons. Mr. Heath stated that
the "students demanded the
music lessons. There's a real
nunger to learn music which
needs to be slltisfied." he said.
Hard Workers
Mr, Heath indicated that
students who arc of all levels of
music competence are Involved
in the music lessons.
In regard to the idea that the
student is at a late stage to learn
how to play an instrument, M r.
Heath commented that "the
students really work hard."
Even though the students arc
not music majors. their
eagerness and the voluntary
aspect compensate ror the late
beginning.
It is preferred that a student

take one lesson a week in order
for him to make any real
progress.
The instructors are all
professional musicians and
"quite competent In their
fields," comments Mr. Heath,
CODcemed Tuchers
Several of the students who
are involved with lessons
expressed great satisfaction
with the lessons when asked. One
sophomore co,ed commented
that she wasoverwhehred by the
concern and dedication her
instructor demonstrates both for
the music and her student.
Presently, no credit is offered
for the lessons, When the music
major has received final
approval and becomes officially
instituted. credit will be given
when a student meets
departmental requirements.

Cheerleaders Sell
NY Jets Tickets
The
Fairfield
UnIVersity
Cheerleaders are raHling off a
pair of tickets to the Jets vs.
Miami Dolphins game to be
pla)'ed on October 24.
The raHle, undertakpn 10 raise
money for pom·poms and
megaphones for the squad, will
end tomorrow, with the drawing
caking place next Tuesday in the
Campus Center.
The winner will be announced
at lunch Tuesday over the
Campus Center loudspeaker
system.
Tickets will be on sale today
and tomorrow in the Campus
Center lobby,
The football tickets are for
reserved seats usually held by
season-ticket Jet fans, They
were donated
to
the
Cheerleaders for their cause,

Cheap Date
-Comes Back
"The Sc date is back'"
That's the word from the
mathematics department who
are sponsoring two mathemallcs
movies in the months of
September and October
"Mathematical
Induction,"
recommended for all math
stude".ts will be shown twice on
October 12 and 13
All showlOgs Will be In 1l·124 at
4:30 p.m. on the respe<'tl\"e days.
Admission is a nickel

1~9'9 ''''1 llood
Co","

fo"I..l~.

~the liqUOr Barrell
FEATURING
Walk in Ref. Capacity of

500 CASES OF COLD BEER
And Chilled Wines.
1434 POST lOAD
FAI.HlLD, CONN.

259-1764
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Concert No. 1

Financial Aid Increases
by Mary Mullen

By Ed McKeon

If someone were to ask you if
you liked Liszt"s Hungarian

Rhapsody No. 2 or Rossini's
William Tell Overture, you
would probably shrug your
shoulders and admit shyly that
you've never heard them. Yet if
Liszt's composition were played
(or you. it would probably be
recognizable as the background

music .for one particular old
Warner Brothers cartoon.
Rossini's overture would also
conjure up images of the past
with you silting in front of the

~jI

television watching that famous
masked man and his Indian

- / I.

(:ompanion careening along as

","i

lheir tradesmarked lheme music
filled your ears. The song of the
Lone Ranger is The William Tell

Brandy of the
Damned

Overture.
Undoubtedly. most students
have been exposed to classical
music in one form or another and
to varying degrees. H asked.
some people could recite the
names of every Beethoven and
Tchaikovsky symphony, and
probably hum a substantial
amount of them. while other
people have trouble idenlirying
the 1812 Overture before the
cannon firings.

New Horiwn
Perhaps because of my own
unfamiliarity with classical
mu~ic. I rind that the Fine Arts
Department's attempt to expose
the students to a "new" form of
music is a worthwhile endeavor.
The Fine Arts Department is
sponsoring a series of eight
concerts mostly dealing .....ith
classical music.

insight into the various
composers and their works.
An IOformal atmosphere was
set for the concert with the
serving of coffee and the
permission to smoke, I and
particUlarly the ability to
dialogue with the artist. although
few people took advantage of
this opportunity.
Mr. Heath played to a large
audience numbering somewhere
near
seven
hundred.
Categorically. the audience
ranged from students to faculty
to the Westport social set.
Despite the poor acoustical
qualities of the Oak Room. each
number was received well by the
audience, and as mentioned
before. Mr. Heath was brought
back for an enCOI e performance.

Launching the program on
Wednesday Oct. ti was a rine
concert by Andrew Heath on
piano.
In an allemptlo cover a large
time period. Mr. Heath offered
selections from
Haydn.
Beethoven. Debussy, Brahms.
Marlinu. and an encore number
cumposed by Bach.

Low Cost
Apparently, many students
were appreciative for the chance
to be able to attend such a
concert at such low costnothing.

Again. because of my own
inexperience wilh classical
mu~ic I am unable to provide any
type of in depth review of the
selections performed by Mr.
Heath. What I can statc,however
is that Mr. Heath's handling of
the material made th"e numbers
enjoyable and listenable. His
rinesr,e as a pianist showed
through and made even the
profound music of Beethoven
enjoyable to me.

Musically, some of the
students might be bored
listening to the sonatas and
rhapsodies. but it is worth the
time to see where the Moody
Blues and Emerson. Lake and
Palmer got the idea for their
type of music.
In attending these concerts.
one may discover something that
he or she never before knew
existed. But an attempt to
discover something new is not an
unreasonable request to make.
and I encourage the students of
the university to support the
Fine Arts Department in opening
this new world of music to us.

Informal Tone
Mr. Heath also helped by
providing some excellent notes
on each of the selections. The
notes. distributed in program
form acted as an aid to those
unknowledgable of the mu!:ic.
Because it was well written. the
program !:upplied the needed

makin~

your

b'IIt.~ad 'liise
nlsft'r

is our ")h)~!

lebple·s
S.A"."GS
•

BA"K.

-BRIDGEPORT

To compensate for a 25"'cutback in federal education
opportunity grant funds and a
30% cutback in national defense
loan funds, university
scholarship funds have been
increased by almost 27%,
William C. Lucas, financial aid
director. announced Thursday.
Last year's figures reveal 24
percent of the student body
received school or federal aid,
while 30 percent received state
aid.
In addition, the work-study
wage was increased last July
from an hourly rate of $1.60 to
$2.00 and the number of work
study placements has increased
over last year.
Presently about 27% of the
student· body receives either
federal or university aid. 33%
receive state guaranteed loans.
some receive both.
Educational
opportunity
grants, national defense loans.
and the work study program. all
forms of federal aid distributed
to individuals are handled
through the financial aid office.
Educational opportunities
grants. the most strictly
controlled of all programs, are
designed to aid "priority
disadvantaged" students. An
EOG must be matched dollar for
dollar by some other source of
aid. Currently liS students are

St. Mary's Tutoring Program

8th Graders at' College
By Greg Guydisb
For the past three Wednesdays
a group of energetic youngsters
could be seen participating in a
variety of sports and in general,
exploring the facilities of the
university. .
No. this is not part of an
underground youth movement.
but rather the university has
beCQme the home base of the St.
Mary's tutoring program again
this year.
The young people are seventh
and eighth graders from StMary's parochial school,
situated on the East Side of
Bridgeport. Guiding them is Ed
Rodriguez. coordinator of the
dual-phase tutoring program
which combined educational aid
with l"Ci:realional activity. .
Student Inyitation
Edward Rodriguez, a senior,
began the program with the
intention of furnishing the young
students with a collegiate
atmosphere where they could
further their studies and
participate in sports as well.
A resident of Bridgeport. Ed
has witnessed the deterioration
and ghetto-like conditions of the
students' environment. As a
result. he. along with the
university student volunteers.
devised a system that would
enrich the students' lives
through a giving and receiving
medium on a college campus.
To accomplish this. Ed has
gotten forty volunteer tutors. one
for each youngster. plus a
number of
recreational
assistants.
The tutoring lasts for one hour.
from 3:00 - 4:00. while the
recreation is divided into two
sessions.
The first one is from 2:30

... " -

3:00, and the primary session is
from 4: 00 unlil s:oo.
During the winter months,
however.
the
second
recreational period will be
curtailed at the request of Sister
Mary Julie, the students'
proctor.
TutoriDg Program
The mezzanine in the Campus
Center bas been the site of the
tutoring,
with
English
composition and Math forming
the areas of concentration.
Both of these subjects are
being taught on the seventh and
eighth grade levels.
A diversity of sports has been
planned for the recreation
sessions. Among these are
football. basketball and
volleyball.
The program is running
throughout the academic year,
and will end on May 3. It
encompasses
twenty-two
Wednesday afternoons.
Through the cooperation of the
Model Cities Program, Ed has
obtained a $1,000 grant to help
run the activity. This money has
been used to procure the services
of a private bus CQmpany which
is presently providing
transportation for the students to
and from Fairfield.
Program MaiDtenuce
In addition, Ed has received
$2S0 from the student
government. These assets come
from the Social Action
Committee.
Supplementing this is the $100
raised during a recent fund
drive.
All of these resourses have
been allocated toward the
purchase of sports equipment
and books.
Ed has great confidence and
belief in his program's
effectiveness. He said. "It is a
great program. If I didn't feel
that way I wouldn't commit
myself..
He added that the exposure to
a college atmosphere has greatly
increased the students' desire to
finish their schooling.

HOLIDAY INN OF BRIDGEPORT
So. on Rn.rYlllions lor flllh.rs WMtl...... Od. 15-17
R..... rvo''''n; o«ompon,o<! ",;m ,h;" od .. ~I to.,

'.e

MEMB(II nO(llu OEP05t1 IN5UR.NCf CORPORUIOH

receiving an approximate total
of $90,000 in educational
oppor,tunity grants.
These figures contrast last
year's total of $110,000
distributed in 133 grants.
Nalional defense loans, federal
funds loaned through the school
and repaid by the student to the
school, this year totaling about
$ISO.OOO have been awarded to
approximately 220 students.
The cutback reduced these
figures from last year's $180.000
loaned to 244 students.
Repayment, at a 3% interest
rate over a period of 10 years. is
complicated by a 9 month grace
period. deferments for military
service,
and
partial
cancellations for students
entering the teaching profession.
Therefore, the amount due
each year is minimal against the
total receivable amount.
The improved work study
situation resulted from a change
in the federal work stUdy fiscal
calendar. As .of July 1, the
federal program operates on a
July-June arrangement which
coincides with the fiscal year of
the university. allowing the
"financial aid office to plan more
accurately the number of
positions available within the
funds allocated by the
government.
Under the previous fiscal
arrangement, planning would be
done for only one semester at a

o<,.",ed '"
10110"''''9 '0'. pe. d_
f.U. Sp«lal
.....ID,
5ingl.
$16.50
$10.50
Oo"bl.
$10.50
$16.50
loll w,....., fo. A 5"'....101 rOth A"""ol fo,h." ~oe.... d

time. making efficient use of
funds difficult.
A ,'tudent in the work study
program, after meeting federal
requirements,
may earn
between $4W and $S5O per year.
Although last year's program
placed 101 students at $1.60 per
hour, this year 100 positions at
$2.00 an hour have been assigned
with more to be assigned during
the year.
Scbool Funds
About 400 Fairfield students
received an approximate total of
$500,000 in various scholarship
forms this year. The distribution
of school funds is handled by the
Rev. George Gallarelli. S.J.
dean of admissions in
conjullction with the financial
;'lid office.
This year's figures mark an
increasl! over the $420.000
awarded to 400 students last
year.
Unlike the federal programs.
scholarships are dependent on
class. The amount of scholarship
money awarded to an incoming
fresshman class. determined by
the trustees after considering
state subsidies.
remains
constant for four years,
redistributed within the class if
any original scholarship money
becomes available during that
time.
Because the amount allotted
varies according to class size.
currently the freshman and
sophomore classes receive a
larger sum per class than the
upperclasses. However, as class
sizes become more equal within
the next few years, funds
available to each class will
stabilize at approximately
$100.000 per class.
Contributing to a more
efficient use of school funds is
the .. incentive plan" initiated
last February to revise the
procedure for distributing
freshman funds. Under
the incentive plan, freshman
funds are divided, some to be
allotted according to need. some
according to academic
excellence regardless of need.
By separating need and
academic
excellence
requirements. school funds are
made available for use in
matching
educational
opportunity grants. thus freeing
national defense loan money for
other need situations.
Nursing Aid
Mr. Lucas also noted that
federal aid is available to
students in the school of nursing.
Currently. 14 nursing students
receive $1l,900 in nursing
national defense student loans.
Of those 14. nine receive a total
of $7200 in nursing federal
scholarships.
Significant Reyisions
Coming
Students should be informed
that Federal aid to higher
education programs face major
changes if proposed revisions
pass in the federal legislature.
according to Mr. Lucas.
The revised programs will
"vary quite considerably from
present ones" and Mr: Lucas
expresses "990/0" certainty that
current programs will not be in
effect next year. He adds that it
is too early to anticipate exactly
what the accepted proposals will
contain. Mr. Lucas assures
students that they will be
advised of definite changes when
they occur.
"Open Door Policy"
Regardless of specific
program changes. the financial
aid office maintains its efforts to
"rebuild student confidence in
the office."
Practicing "control and
coor'dination" with the
acc-ounting
department
facilitates strict aCCQunt and
control of government money
and coordinated efforts with the
admissions office allows
perspective freshmen to "see
the whole picture" before
making their final dedsion.
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Under Lights Sat.

Gridders Play Home
Rv roary l'tIllJ'ZOlia

The Fairfield Football Club
will
meet
Westchester

Community

College

this

Saturday evening at 8 p.m. on
Alumni Field when the Stags will

host the visiting Vikings in their

home E.C.C.F.C. opener. The
game will mark the highlight of
this weekend's father-son and

daughter festivlhes. and it will
be only the second night game in
Fairfield history.

last year. the Stags
entertained a large fatherstudent crowd with a hard·fought
21-6 victory o\'er St. Francis
College of New York. This year,
though, the Stags have a much
tougher opponent lJl the highly-

ranked Vikings from Valhalla.
and Fairfield will be hardpressed by the opposition.
Despite the Stag's 0-3 record.

the game looms very important
for Fairfield since the Gridders
are only 6-1 in League play. A
victory over the Vikings would
make the Stags 1-1 in league

competition. and a derinite
threat for the title. Westchester
has to be considered a strong
contender for the Metropolitan
Division Crown. and a Red upset
of the Vikes would go a long way
in throwing the whole race into
wide confusion.
Naturally, the Stags are
counting on the return of such
offensive starts as John Lynch,
"Choo Choo" Harbor, Terry
Botlinelli. Nick Pappas. and Pat
Collier. All missed last
weekend's game against
SlOnehill College, which the
Stags dropped 6.(1. The absence
of the above Ironmen reduced
the Red offense to shambles, and
the Stags will need most of these
gridders, if not all of them. this
Saturday evening in order to
make a game of the Westchester
confrontation.
Against Stonehill, the Stags
were flat. The Red offense.
missing the above personnel.
was unable to generate any
attack; and. altho!Jgh the
defense played well, the Stags
never seemed to get untracked.
Stonchill scored on the last play
of the first period when chief
quarterback Jack Strobis hit end
Walt Hanard with a 28 yard

Ice Epic
tContinued from Page 8;
receipts at the Wonderland of Ice
doesn't help out either.
Apparently, the rink is
demanding a more steady
attendance at all ei8ht regular
season home games as well as
the play~ffs before the club
receives any money.
Last year the rink just about
broke even with gate receipts
despite the lal1(e turnouts in the
plar~ffs so they can't justify
gWlng away money. More
consistent attendance by fans
this year could change this
policy.
It seems that one of Fairfield's
top intercollegiate teams could
face financial extinction if help
isn't rendered soon. Hockey's
hopes for survival rely greatly
on the whims of the
appropriations committee.
The club has all the credentials
to back them up-a winning
tradition, fan appeal, strong
organization, and a dedicated
(non-payed) coach.
The Wheeling and dealing
appropriations commiuee had
better wake up to the fact that
hockey has held its own with
little help for too long. Hockey at
Fairfield has made great strides.
Let's hope its financial support
catches up.

touchdown pass. The PAT kick
was unsuccessful as Stonehill
scored all it needed to beat
Fairfield. From that point on.
the game was a series of futile
Stag drives which never crossed
mid-field. Thus. Fairfield
absorbed its third straight defeat
in as many games.
Lou Albertini started in the
quarterback position in place of
the injured Pat Collier. In the
second half, though, soph Jim
Collins replaced Albertini.
Although he was unable to lead
the Hags to a score. Collins
threw well: and, he did brlOg the
Carta-men 00\\11 to the Chief 3ft
yard line. where an almost sure
touchdown pass was dropped by
halfback Jim Gallagher on the
five yard line.

•

FARANDA UPROOTED - Junior serum half Tom Faranda taken down near the goal line during the
first balf of Saturday's A game. The ruggersdowned the Eagles. 16.(1.

Ruggers Thrash B. C. Eagles
The Fairfield Rugger s got on
the winning track Saturday as
the A's defeated Boston College.
HHI. Il was sweet revenge for
the Ruggers. who were defeated
last fall 3.(1 by the Eagles in
Boston.
Columbia Next
This Saturday the A team will
travel to New York to meet
Columbia Business $chool. Last
spring Columbia defeated the
Fairfield B's. 9.(1. Most of last
year's B players are now on the
A team and they are eagerly
awaiting the rematch.
Against B.C. on Saturday the
Red Ruggers controlled the
action throughout the game.
Fairfield got on the scoreboard
after ten minutes of playas
stand-off Chris Galvin took a
pass off a set serum at the Eagle
25 yard line and dropped a
perfect kick over the B.C. backs.
Galvin then scooped up the ball
and raced into the end zone for
the score.
Sophomore Charlie 1\o10race
made the 2 point conversion kick
and the Red Ru.u:ers we re
ahead 6.(1.
The Ruggen were unable to
score again in the half.
B.C. Throe.leas
B.C. threatened to score late in
the first half as they had a lineout inside the Ruggen' one yard
line. However the Bostonians
committed a penalty and
Fairfield kicked out of danger.
The second half started
sluggishly with neither team
moving the ball well.
However 15 minutes into the
half the Bi8 Red struck suddenly
and in spectacular fashion.
Galvin took a pass off a set
serum at the 8.C. forty and

passed to Peter Ferrara. The
junior center broke a tackle and
then passed to wing Kevin Regan
who ran to inside the Eagle len
before passing back inside to
Galvin. who seampered into the
end zone for his second try of the
match.
Morace kicked the conversion
and Fairfield led 12.(l.
Fairfield's final score came
five minutes later as the Red
Ruggers advanced inside the
B.C. twenty.
Roach Scores
Off another set serum Ferrara
got the ball and again broke a
tackle before passing to wing
John Roach who took the ball in
for the score.
The conversion was missed but
Fairfield had put the game away
at 16.(1.
The remainder of the game
was sloppy and marred by
several fi8hts between the
frustrated Eagle forwards and
the Red Rugger serum.
In the game the Fairfield
backs played cohesively for the
first time this season. Ferrara
set up two scores while Galvin
and fullback Mike Gallagher
both had near flawless games.
The B.C. backfield was never
able to @et moving, due in large
part to the vicious hitting of wing
forward Jim "Bomber"
McCarthy and second row Nick
Peters.
On set scrums the Fairfield
fronl row of Tim McEndy, John
"Q-man" Kinney, and Morace
dominated the action. while lock
Jim McKettrick held his own on
Iirnxtuts against se\'eral taller
Bostonian opponents.
Despitt> the score. Captain
Chris Galvin was dissatisfied
with their
rformance. "We

played better 38ainst West Point
than we did against B.C." stated
Galvin. "The end of the game
was boring" he said.
8's, C's, FaJl
Fairfield didn't fare as well in
the Band C games. The B's lost
16.(1. while the C's fell 16-7.
In the B game the serum
played well but the backfield was
unable to put things together.
Most of the Boston scores came
on backfield errors.
In the C game the Ruggers
were leading 4-3 at half-time and
late in the game the score was
tied 7-7. but B.C. scored a quick
try and a penalty kick to sew up
their victory.
Sophomore Bill DeCamp
scored all seven points for the
C's on a try and a penalty kick.

Baskets Delay Gym
The renovation of the
universit)' gymnasium is
proceeding just about on
schedule according to Director
of Athletics and Recreation. C.
Donald Cook_ The only stumbling
blocks so far have been the
whereabouts of the new
electrically controlled baskets
and the failure of the first paint
job on the main floor to take hold
properly.
The back gym surface is in top
condition however. and if the
front baskets have not arrived by
this week. basketball coach Fred
Barakat will be forced to begin
practice there.
Doe Lasl Friday
The baskets .....ere supposedly
shipped on September 28 from
llIinois and the company usually

allows ten days for arrival. But
as of last Friday. the tenth dav.
the baskets had not arrived. .
Mr. Cook indicated that once
the baskets did arrive it would be
a two or three day installation
job to get them in place.
The main noor was presumed
to be finished early last .....eek..
but according to Cook. the paint
didn't take properly. Therefore
the noor had to be resanded and
repainted over the weekend.
Bleacbers 11:1 Color
Mr. Cook also disclosed that
the bleachers will be dh'ided into
three sections distinguished "',
different colors. The colors of
red. light grey and blue will not
only add color to the place but
also be part of the new ticket and
seating arrangement.

WE OFFER A GENEROUS
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
ALL OUR
REGULAR SERVICES
DRY CLIA_e. SNIR"
LAUNDRY. 'AILORlNe etc.
JUlY SHOW YOUR IYUDIN' I.D.
AND YOU WILL nCllYI

I8IG 20101

A
RIDUUION
.ROM YOilR INYOICI 'O'AL

"MOTH~R COURAGE" -

opens at the University Playhouse
today. Pictured above is Elaine Hallas.
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Sl~aters

Open at Home Tomorrow
McCarthy Banking on
Experience and Depth
By Debbie Mo••i110

SET TO SKATE· The nucleus of Fairfield hockey's offense will O~ again consist of these three
seniors. all highly respected in the Metropolitan Intercollegiate Hockey League. The trio. from left to
right. Jean.(;uy Laflamme. captain. Ted Sybertz. Jim Monohan. in their fourth consecutive year as
first-line unit are expected to contribute considerably to the Hockey teams anticipated success in the
1971-72 season.

------------------Fairfield Ice Epic

I
I
I

Sport Slants

I
I
I
-----------~~~~----------The Fairfield lIockey Club is
Through much maneuvering he
AUeDdaDce Importul

alive and perhaps never so wellcompetitively
and
is-as
organi7.3tlOnally. that

Coach Doc Ml.'Carthy·s veteran
skaters open their season
tomorrow night against lona.
Financially. the dub has
struggled and IS struggling. but
hflpefully will oot be struggling
fllrever. Currently the club has
no stable base of income. It
depends entirely upon club dues
and student government
allocations.
Entering its fourth year of
play in the Metl'Opolitan Inter·
l:ollegiate I-Iockey League. the
club has corne a long way fmm
its humble beginnings of six
years ago. Those were the days
when unifonns (:onsisted of IS
jerse)'s and unmatching socks
and 001..' set of goalie equipment,
For two years the Stags
t..oompeted on a very infonnal
basis. playing only three or four
games a season.
In the dub's set.oond year. Dr.
John Mt'Carthy ('ame along and
at the time with only an interest
in skating and no designs on
("{ladling. But things happened
diHcrenUy and for five years.
McCarthy has been guiding the
fortunes of Fairfield hockey.
In his set'Ond year of L'Oaching
the Stags bel..'ame a charter
member of the M.I.H.L. Smce
the league's inc..'Cption Fairfield
has been a perennial
powerhouse. ThiS year holds
promise of belOg the greatest In
oo(:kcv hn.tof\· as a bundle of
"cterans from last vears 18-7·t
dub return to the ICC:
Strong Organilat'on
So <:ompctilively. Fairfield
hockey arrived a while ago but
the league and dub arc just
l'oming Ilf age. McCarthy
l'ontends that the league
organization is "amazingly
strong" for the dub le...el. This
past year strict fee regulations
and roster deadlines were
imposed. Because of some
schools failures to meet them
the~' faced expulsion from the
league.
One club which barely made
the cut was Bridgeport and
ironically it was McCarthy's
footwork that kept them in.
UB's coach of last year quit
during the summer thus lea... ing
no one to meet the summer
deadlines for preliminary roster
and league fee. McCarthy stuck
his neck out and promised the
League that the Knights would
field a team with a coach.

found UB a coach and the
Knights were on lhelr feet again.
Irs obvious why the Stags'
coach went to such trouble to
keep UB in the league. Although
eliminated by them in the wild
play-off series last year,
McCarthy realized that the
games vs. UB made hockey fans
out of many Sla8s who had never
seen the sport plaved before.
Therefore. keep Bridgeport in
the league for the exciting
rivalry the series has produced.
The club Itsell, under the
leadership of President Bob Roy.
has really matured within the,
last year. Club membership has
'
risen from 30 to 90 members.
Sixty of these are non-playing
members who take care of
secretarial. management and
publicity tasks. Roy has also
appointed a committee for fund
raising.
The club has definitely
reached a very respectable 1C\'el
under ~kCarthy and Roy.
Mt'Carthy's teams have year in
and year out been a Litle
t'Ontending tea n. Last year for
the first time Stag fans began
turning out in large numbers lo
watch a club that has been
.....inning since its iniUal season.
Financial Blues
The club is hurting financially
though. Its yearly operating
costs are up in the r....e thousand
dollar bracket and last year it
was endowed with $1.600 from
the student government's
appropriations
committeehardly enough. McCarthy and
Ro)' are earnestly hoping for
more this year but they'lI have to
sit and wait.
Alreadv the season ticket
package' plan has ... irtually
fizzled. thus eliminating another
hoped for financial sOurce.
Another blow 10 the dub has
been the disbandment of a group.
Friends of Fairfield Hockey.
whkh in the past has lent a
considerable amount of financial
support. This group was headed
by Dr. John Paget. a
meurosurgeon. but he has moved
out of the area. At the present
time the organization is in a
state of ··temporary disarray,"
according to McCarthy.
This booster group. made up of
many prominent people from the
Fairfield-Bridgeport
area.
provided medical services for
nothing. a banquet for the team
and raised money. This is a lot to
make up for: hopefully these
friends will be back in action.

The facl lhal Fairfield
receives no percentage of Rate
IContinued on Page 7)

The Stag Icemen open their
season tomorrow night at 9: IS
p.m. against the Gaels of lona
College at the Wonderland. of Ice
in Bridgeport_
This season marks the fourth
year under the coaching
leadership of Dr. John
McCarthy. Associate Professor
of Psychology. It is also the
fourth season for the club in lhe
Intercollegiate
Metropolitan
Hockey League. In each season
the Stag skates have been in the
thick of lheir di...ision and league
races.
Vital League Changes
There are many changes in the
M.I.H.L. this year. They have
adopted a shorter. sixteen game
season as a result of the
esdusion of the clubs from
Columbia University, Queens
College and Adelphi University.
This will give the Stags with
eight home games.
According to Coach McCarthy,
this season promises to be the
best yet for the Club. Only one
player was lost through
graduation and try--outs this year
brought more than thirty·fi...e
prospective players to the Ice.
McCarthy will field a tearn with
the strength of many returning
veterans as well a promising
freshmen group.

Powerltoose Forward Line
The starting line-up for
Fairfield finds Jim Monahan
centering between wings Jean
Guy La Flamme and Ted
Sybertz. These three seniors
have propelled the Stag offense
for four years. Junior Gerry
Michaud and freshman Jim
Martin will hold dolA'll the
defense positions for the first
line.
The second string will be
centered by Paul Filion, another
Berlin, New Hampshire recruil.
with frosh Tom Gillam and Mike
Retten in lhe wing positions. On
defense will be Chuck Frissora.
who as a center last season was
the fourth leading scorer in the
M.I.H.L.. and sophomore Barry
Patterson.
Coach McCarthy reports he
will be working with his
powerful third line quite a bit
this year. Marty Vierling and Ed
Stefan are on the forward line
and Ed Jenny and Ken McNulty
on defense.
Since the lines are so flexible
this season, McCarthy plans to
be able to give the players a
longer time to rest between
plays. He also thinks this will
count heavily on his strategy.
Palma Ret.nas To Nets
Ed Palma will again be in the
nets for the pucksters. Palma
had the fourth lowest goals
against average in the M.I.H_L.
last year. Coach McCarthy says.
"Palma looks better than ever."
Another first for Fairfield
hockey is a back·up goalie Terry Hinchey. This will be an
asset to the team's versatility.
McCarthy plans on using
Hinchey to start games once he
gets settled into the position.
Along with the league games.
the Stags have scheduled
eXhibition matches against
Trinity College of Hartford on
Saturday, February 5. and the
junior varsity squad of Yale
UniverSity on Wednesday,
February 9. Both teams are of
E.C.A.C. standing and these
games should indicate the
strength of the Hockey Club.

Water Polo?
DEFENSIVE DUO· slated for action tomorrow nigbts match
against lona are two of coach John McCarthy's Stags, left,
veteran Gerry Michaud and Freshman Jim Martin.
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Races T 19
. hten
DIVISOn
By TODY MixC1ls
As intramurals concluded the
week ending October 8. five
teams remained undefeated.
Southeast. Northwest 4. Regis I.
Lantern Point. and Regis 4 .....ere
the fi...e with unblemished slates
as the season nears the midway
point.
Of the five squads. Regis I.
Southeast and Regis 4 are all
battling it out in the Capitol
Division of the National
Conference with Southeast
leading the pack with a ~
record.
Southeast. captained by Bob
Doyle. posted two shutout
victories in last week's action by
trimming Regis 2 by a ~ score
and eking out a 2-0 decision o...er
Loyola 3.
Regis 4 kept right on
Southeast's heels with two white
wash victories over Loyola 3 and
the Studs. Regis 4·s quarterback
John Raymond tossed four
touchdo.....n passes. two to flanker
Bob Gambardella. as the offense
racked up 26 points en route to
its shutout win over struggling
Lo)'ola 3.

In Regis 4's rousing 6.(l win
over the Studs a TO pass from
Raymond to Kevin Faye pro...ed
to be enough todinch the win.
The other Capitol Division
contender, Regis I. battled
Fairfield Beach to a t).(I deadlock
whieh gave them a 142 record
thus far. Regis I has relied on a
tough defense which had not
allowed a point through the first
three contests.
The team creating the most
stir in the American Conference
is Northwest 4 who sports a 3-0-0
record. This club is made of
much the same personnel as last
years Campion 3 team which
took the le~ue title.
Quarterback Steve Lennox hit
receivers Mike Yates and
Kevin O'Reagan
for
touchdowns in leading the
defending champs lo a 13-0 win
o...er Northwest 2.
Lantern Point, with a 2-0-<1
record. is the main threat to
Northwest 4 in its division. Tom
IBukowski snared three scoring
aerials to carry Lantern to twin
shutout victories over Campion 3
and Campion 2.

In the 1971-72 ediUon of the
Blue Book of College Athletics,
the original directory of college
athletics, Fairfit:ld's intramural
sports are listed as the
touch football,
following:
basketball. softball, swimming,
billiards, tennis, table tennis,
track. boxing, golf, water polo
and water basketball. Now that

Ga'Y.Manolla~Fairli.ld'sfi,,!l
full·tlme mtramural dlrl.'ctor, It
stagers the imaginatK>n as to
what other sports might be

;_==
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Intramural Mid-8eason
Studia.s tasofOct. 8)
National Coafere_ee
-<:e.tury Divis...
Fairfield Beach
Sluds
Loyola 3

2 1 1
2 1 1
2 2 1
PKT
I • 0
Capitol Divisio_
40 0
Southeast
Regis 4
300
Regis 1
102
Regis 2
211
America Coafernee
Cntral Divis...
North'A'est 4
30 0
Lantern Point
20 0
Northwest 2
220
Northwest 3
1 10
Northwest 1
o1 1
Coastal DlvisioD
Campion 2
22 0
Campion 3
22 0
Gonzaga 2
130
Campion 4
02 I

